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“As a designer, I’m on a continuous quest 
for beauty”, says Marie Michielssen. “And I 
find this beauty in two very different styles. In 
the highly natural, more intuitive style of my 
Earth collection, on the one hand. But I also 
like the measured, more robust work for the 
PAWN and CONSTRUCT collections, on the 
other”. Marie has now extended this stonewa-
re line, with large pots for plants, in two diffe-
rent colours and sizes. “I like to play with sha-
pes”, Marie explains. “With cones, cylinders, 
 spheres… I cut them up and reassemble them 
in  unexpected ways, creating new, fascinating 
shapes that are harmonious nonetheless.”

“Functionality and comfort are crucial in the 
design process. To me design is inextricably 
linked with an experience. And this experien-
ce can only be optimal when you get the ob-
ject’s function right.”

 According to designer Marie Michielssen, the 
CONSTRUCT collection is all about proporti-
on. “I like to play with shapes”, Marie explains. 
“I cut up cones and cylinders and reassemble 
them in unexpected ways, creating new, fasci-
nating shapes that are harmonious nonethe-
less.” The result is a line of pots for plants, in 
two different colours and shapes.
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Marie Michielssen - Construct    
  // in use  - Terrace Serax



Product overview
Construct

Planter Construct
Brown

B7220003
L50 x W50 x H48cm

Flower Pot S Construct
Beige

B4920010
L52 x W52 x H47,5cm

Planter Construct
Brown

B7220004
L60 x W60 x H57cm

Flower Pot L Construct
Beige

B4920011
L62 x W62 x H57cm

Planter Construct
Black

B7220001
L50 x W50 x H48cm

Flower Pot S Construct
Black

B4920012
L52 x W52 x H47,5cm

Planter Construct
Black

B7220002
L60 x W60 x H57cm

Flower Pot L Construct
Black

B49200103
L62 x W62 x H57cm

MATERIAL 
Stoneware



Product information sheets 
Construct

COLORS

Stoneware 
Firing temperature: 1140°C
Coating to make the pots waterproof, not 100% guaranteed

Beige and black

Flower pot / The items are for indoor and sheltered outdoor. 
Not resistant to freezing temperatures
No hole at the bottom, so put the plant into a plastic pot or plastic bag  
before putting into the flower pot

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

- L62 x W63 x H57 CM
  L24 3/8 x W24 3/8 x 22 1/2 INCH
- L52 x W52 x H47,5 CM 
  L20 1/2 x W20 1/2 x 18 3/4 INCH

- 36 kg 
  1269,84127 OZ.
- 13 kg
  458,5537919 OZ.

MATERIAL                       

OPERATIONAL USE



The designer 
Construct

MARIE MICHIELSSEN

Marie Michielssen has designed for Serax for many years. Home designer Marie Michielssen draws her inspiration 
from daily life. She lets different stimuli lead and inspire her to make new designs. Her impressions are translated 
into original designs such as tealights, vases, flower pots and canvass bags which invariably come back in a new 
form in every new collection. Marie also gives old or forgotten materials a new use.  
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For further information please contact


